Purpose: The contribution of audible high-frequency information to speechunderstanding performance in listeners with varying degrees of high-frequency sensorineural hearing loss was examined. Method: Thirty-six elderly hearing-impaired (EHI) and 24 young normal-hearing (YNH) listeners were tested in quiet (+20 dB speech-to-noise ratio [SNR]) and noise (+5 dB SNR) and under different bandpass conditions (narrow, 200 -1600 Hz; midband, 200-3200 Hz; broadband, 200-6400 Hz), both without and with spectral shaping of the stimuli. Monosyllabic word-recognition performance was examined through use of both whole-word scoring and phoneme scoring. The 36 EHI listeners were divided into 3 groups of 12 listeners each, with the groups differing in the amount of high-frequency hearing loss. The 24 YNH participants were separated into 2 groups, each serving as a reference group for either the unshaped or spectrally shaped speech listening conditions. Results: Results for spectrally shaped speech, in both quiet and noise, revealed that the 3 EHI groups performed equivalently in the different bandwidth conditions and demonstrated no change (increase or decrease) in word-recognition performance between the midband and broadband conditions. The YNH groups, however, demonstrated improved speech understanding attributable to the higher frequencies for the broadband condition in both the unshaped and shaped conditions. Conclusions: Data from the EHI listeners revealed that performance for unshaped speech was correlated moderately and negatively with degree of high-frequency hearing loss. Alternatively, recognition performance for shaped speech was related to neither the performance for unshaped speech nor the amount of high-frequency hearing loss.
van Rooij & Plomp, 1990 van Rooij, Plomp, & Orlebeke, 1989) . As noted by Humes et al. (1994) , this is encouraging from a rehabilitative standpoint in that amplification is largely effective at improving audibility for listeners.
Individuals with sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL), particularly the elderly, tend to have the greatest amount of hearing loss in the higher speech frequencies (above 2000 Hz), which generally corresponds to more extensive pathophysiological changes in the corresponding region of the inner ear (Liberman & Dodds, 1984; Willott, 1991) . Although research on acoustical indices-such as the Articulation Index (AI; American National Standards Institute [ANSI], 1969; Fletcher & Galt, 1950; French & Steinberg, 1947; Humes, Dirks, Bell, Ahlstrom, & Kincaid, 1986; Pavlovic, Studebaker, & Sherbecoe, 1986) and Speech Intelligibility Index (SII; ANSI, 1997)-has established the critical contribution of higher frequencies to speech understanding, the extent to which hearingimpaired individuals with differing degrees of highfrequency hearing loss can benefit from restored audibility of such frequencies (via hearing aid amplification) has remained unclear. Several earlier studies reported that significant improvements in speech-recognition scores for such listeners attributed specifically to making highfrequency (up to around 6000 Hz) speech information audible (Pascoe, 1975; Schwartz, Surr, Montgomery, Prosek, & Walden, 1979; Skinner, 1980; Skinner, Karstaedt, & Miller, 1982; Skinner & Miller, 1983; Sullivan, Allsman, Nielsen, & Mobley, 1992; Triantos & McCandless, 1974) . On the other hand, some investigators (Ching, Dillon, & Byrne, 1998; Hogan & Turner, 1998; Turner & Cummings, 1999) have reported that the increased audibility of highfrequency speech information was ineffective at (or even deleterious to) improving speech-understanding performance for some hearing-impaired listeners. For these studies from the late 1990s, most of the data were obtained in quiet listening conditions. More recent data from Turner and Henry (2002) and Hornsby and Ricketts (2003) suggest that it may not be appropriate to generalize these findings regarding the limited benefits of high frequencies to speech-recognition performance assessed in background noise.
Both Hogan and Turner (1998) and Turner and Cummings (1999) have identified the amount of highfrequency hearing loss as the key predictor of the utility of high-frequency amplification as an aid to speech understanding. They argued that high-frequency hearing thresholds in SNHL are proportional to the extent of damage to hair cells in the basal regions of the cochlea, which is a notion established previously (e.g., Bredberg, 1968; Liberman & Dodds, 1984) . Hearing thresholds less than 55-60 dB HL, they argued, reflect varying degrees of damage to outer hair cells (OHCs), whereas thresholds exceeding 60 dB HL indicate complete loss of outer hair cells, accompanied by varying degrees of inner hair cell (IHC) damage ( Van Tasell, 1993) . Loss of inner hair cells, in turn, leads to diminished or absent afferent input. Thus, a threshold breakpoint of about 55 dB HL was posited (Turner & Cummings, 1999) , above which attempts to improve speech understanding by delivering amplified speech energy to the receptor cells may be futile and potentially even deleterious to speech understanding for the listener.
A number of studies used the term dead region to refer to a region of the cochlea in which IHCs are nonfunctional and, therefore, activation of afferent nerve fibers does not occur (Moore, 2001; Moore & Glasberg, 1997; Moore, Huss, Vickers, Glasberg, & Alcantara, 2000) . Interestingly, and generally consistent with the breakpoint concept, some investigations in listeners with high-frequency SNHL indicated that improvements in speech recognition from amplification of high-frequency speech components were related to the presence or absence of a dead region, whether listening in quiet or in noise (Baer, Moore, & Kluk, 2002; Vickers, Moore, & Baer, 2001) . That is, the hearing-impaired individuals without dead regions generally demonstrated improved performance with increased cutoff frequency (or additional high-frequency speech information) up to 7.5 kHz, and those with dead regions generally demonstrated improved performance until the cutoff frequency was 50%-100% above the estimated edge frequency of the dead region, after which scores essentially remained constant with further increases in cutoff frequency. Moreover, some researchers have noted that the presence of dead regions and the severity of hearing loss in a given frequency region co-vary (Rankovic, 2002; Summers, 2004) . This observation would also be generally consistent with the concept of a threshold breakpoint between OHC and IHC damage.
Studies that have attempted to verify the contribution of high-frequency speech energy to speech understanding in listeners with high-frequency SNHL have, for the most part, examined limited numbers of listeners having different degrees of hearing loss and have sometimes used methods that may not have assured the audibility of amplified speech across a broad spectrum in all listeners. In addition, most previous data for particular groups of listeners were obtained in either a quiet listening condition or a noise condition but not both for the same groups of listeners. Furthermore, the lack of inclusion of normal-hearing control listeners under identical test conditions has sometimes been an experimental weakness of such studies. The present study seeks to address these shortcomings while examining the contribution of audible high-frequency speech information (3200-6400 Hz) to speech understanding in listeners with varying degrees of high-frequency SNHL.
Method

Participants
Five separate groups of listeners participated in this study, with each group consisting of 12 individuals ( N = 60). All individuals in two of the groups had normal hearing sensitivity (pure-tone air-conduction thresholds less than 20 dB HL) in the test ear for the frequencies 250-8000 Hz. Participants in these two groups are referred to as young normal-hearing ( YNH ) listeners, and they ranged from 18 to 35 years of age. Group YNH-1 consisted of 11 women and 1 man (M = 19.2 years of age). Group YNH-2 consisted of 10 women and 2 men (M = 25.2 years). All of the YNH participants were tested in the right ear only.
The remaining groups comprised older listeners with varying degrees of SNHL, who are referred to as elderly hearing-impaired (EHI) participants. The audiograms for the 36 EHI individuals are shown in Figure 1 . As can be seen, the low-and mid-frequency hearing thresholds for these participants overlap considerably, yet the thresholds tend to cluster into different groups in the higher frequencies. The dashed lines represent the audiograms of 12 listeners with mild high-frequency hearing loss (EHI-mild), the solid lines represent the audiograms of 12 listeners with moderate high-frequency hearing loss (EHI-mod), and the small dotted lines represent the audiograms of 12 listeners with severe high-frequency hearing loss (EHI-sev). The EHI participants in these groups ranged from 63 to 84 years of age. Group EHI-mild consisted of 9 women and 3 men (M = 69.2 years). Group EHI-mod consisted of 7 women and 5 men (M = 74.9 years). Finally, group EHI-sev consisted of 10 women and 2 men (M = 74.5 years). An analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a significant age difference between groups, F(2, 33) = 4.45, p < .05, and post hoc comparisons indicated a significant ( p < .05) difference only between the EHI-mild and EHImod groups (Bonferroni-adjusted t tests). Test ear varied among the EHI participants (to afford greater withingroup consistency among individual audiograms), with five right ears and seven left ears tested in the EHI-mild group, 11 right ears and one left ear tested in the EHImod group, and 10 right ears and two left ears tested in the EHI-sev group.
The mean pure-tone audiograms for the EHI groups are displayed in Figure 2 . Statistical analyses (ANOVAs) were performed on the thresholds at each frequency, and no significant differences between groups were observed for the frequencies 250-1000 Hz, but significant ( p < .05) differences between groups for the frequencies 1500-8000 Hz were found. Post hoc comparisons revealed that the EHI-mild and EHI-mod groups did not differ significantly for the frequencies 1500, 2000, and 3000 Hz but that the EHI-sev group differed significantly from each of the others at these same frequencies. Further, all three groups differed significantly from one another at 4000 and 6000 Hz. At 8000 Hz, the EHI-mod and EHIsev groups were not significantly different from one another, but both were significantly higher than the Figure 1 . Individual audiograms for elderly hearing-impaired (EHI) listeners who were participants in three high-frequency hearing loss groups (mild [EHI-mild] , moderate [EHI-mod] , and severe [EHI-sev] ). The long-term root-mean-square spectrum of the shaped speech signal is also displayed, which was at least 15 dB above hearing threshold for every EHI listener at the frequencies 250-6000 Hz. ANSI = American National Standards Institute. Mean audiograms for EHI listeners who were participants in three high-frequency hearing loss groups (mild, moderate, and severe). The unshaped and shaped long-term average speech spectra are also displayed.
EHI-mild group. For further characterization, the highfrequency pure-tone averages (HFPTAs; average hearing loss at 2000, 3000, 4000, and 6000 Hz) were calculated and were 37.5, 50.3, and 65.5 dB HL for the EHI-mild, EHI-mod, and EHI-sev groups, respectively.
The large majority of the EHI participants (86%) reported regular use of hearing aids. However, the listeners were neither selected nor classified on this basis. Group EHI-mild included 9 individuals who wore hearing aids, whereas the EHI-mod and EHI-sev groups included 12 and 10 hearing-aid users, respectively. The mean reported length of time for regular usage among the 36 participants was 2.5 years. An ANOVA revealed no significant difference between groups for length of time of hearing aid usage, F(2, 33) = 1.09, p > .05. Thus, the amount of prior experience with spectrally shaped (amplified) speech was similar for all three EHI groups.
Stimuli and Scoring
Boothroyd's AB word-recognition test materials (Boothroyd, 1995) were used as the speech stimuli in this study. The AB test materials include 20 word lists, with 10 words per list (corpus of 200 words). Each list is isophonemic (30 phonemes), and all words consist of an initial consonant (C1), medial vowel ( V ), and final consonant (C2). The digitized stimulus files for each word in the corpus (female talker) were obtained from the Computer-Assisted Speech Perception Assessment, Version 2.2 (CASPA 2.2; Boothroyd, 1999) .
For the present investigation, a 100-word set was used, consisting of the words from AB lists 1-10 (Boothroyd, 1999) . All words in this set were used in each of the test conditions; therefore, each reported score is based on the recognition of 100 words (CVC). Phoneme scores (C1, V, C2) also have been included, and reported scores for each were also based on 100 items (e.g., C1 from each of the 100 words). Approximately 7 s elapsed between stimulus presentations. Participants provided hand-written responses on answer sheets provided, and they were not penalized for spelling errors. For example, "bal" would be an acceptable written response for "ball", but "bell" would not. All listeners were paid for their participation.
Procedures
Test sessions. Each test session lasted approximately 75 min and included testing in three different listening conditions, with 5-min breaks provided between conditions. Based on the number of required listening conditions and the rate at which participants in each group could comfortably complete the testing, groups YNH-1 and EHI-mild participated in two separate test sessions, group YNH-2 participated in a single test session, and groups EHI-mod and EHI-sev participated in three sessions. At the beginning of each test session, participants were familiarized with all 100 words in the set by having them follow along on a printed list of the words (in large font) as the words were presented auditorily (at a level of 65 dB SPL). Order of presentation for the 100 words was then randomized for each of the three listening conditions within a test session.
Conditions. Two variables that defined the different conditions in this study were speech-to-noise ratio (SNR) and bandwidth (BW), with the order of these test conditions blocked and counterbalanced across all participants in each group (exceptions stated later in this subsection). That is, there were two noise conditions (SNR = +20 or +5 dB) and three BW conditions (narrow = 200-1600 Hz; mid = 200-3200 Hz; broad = 200-6400 Hz). All six possible orders of the BW conditions were presented, with 2 listeners in each group assigned to each of the six orders. For each pair of listeners in a group who received a unique ordering of the BW conditions, 1 person received the +20 dB SNR first, and the other received the +5 dB SNR first. In addition, there were unshaped (akin to "unaided") and shaped (akin to "aided") conditions. The EHI-mod and EHI-sev groups were tested in unshaped, broad BW conditions administered prior to the shaped testing yet blocked and counterbalanced across SNRs (i.e., these conditions preceded blocking and counterbalancing of shaped testing across SNR and BW conditions). The EHI-mild group was tested in shaped conditions only, with the stated blocking and counterbalancing across SNR and BW conditions. The YNH-2 group was tested in the shaped, +5 dB SNR condition only; the blocking and counterbalancing for this group was, thus, only across the BW conditions.
The noise used in this study was available digitally from the CASPA 2.2 software (Boothroyd, 1999) . It was "steady-state" in nature and had been spectrally shaped to have the same long-term root-mean-square (rms) spectrum as that of the first five lists (50 words) making up the AB word set (Boothroyd, 1999) . The software included all digitized stimuli with speech and noise already mixed at various SNRs; and, as stated, SNRs of +20 and +5 dB were selected and used in this investigation. The speech and noise stimuli were presented monaurally to the test ear of all participants via insert earphones (Etymotic Research, , and the nontest ear of each participant was occluded (with the other insert earphone) during testing.
In the unshaped condition, the speech and noise stimuli (+20 dB SNR) were presented at an overall level of 65 dB SPL (as measured in an HA-2, 2-cm 3 coupler) in the broad bandwidth condition that passed the frequencies 200-6400 Hz. The measured one-third-octave-band speech spectrum is illustrated, following conversion to dB HL, by the thin solid line in Figure 2 . In the shaped condition, the speech and noise were digitally amplified and filtered to shape the rms spectrum of the unshaped signal such that it would be a minimum of 15 dB above hearing threshold for every EHI listener at the frequencies 250-6000 Hz. This was the standard spectral shaping used in all shapedspeech, or "amplified," conditions, and is illustrated by the heavy solid line in Figure 2 . In the shaped-broad bandwidth condition, this resulted in an overall presentation level for the stimuli of 108 dB SPL (+5 dB SNR). Although the large majority of participants (including YNH listeners) reported that they perceived this presentation level to be " loud," no participants excluded themselves from participation due to an inability or unwillingness to tolerate the sound.
It is important to note that for the shaped conditions in this study, regardless of the degree of hearing loss for any particular EHI listener, we ensured that the rms levels of the speech signal were at least 15 dB above threshold from 200 to 6400 Hz. That is, the target values for the shaped-speech conditions were 15 dB above the thresholds for the most severely impaired EHI listener(s) at each frequency (see Figure 1 ). This target value was chosen so as to optimize the contributions of all frequency regions in accordance with acoustical models of speech recognition (e.g., ANSI, 1997). Thus, by ensuring optimal audibility of speech energy for all listeners from 200 to 6400 Hz via the described spectral shaping, in principle, the two remaining determiners of speech-recognition performance were SNR and bandwidth. Although SNR was varied, however, it was not considered to be an independent variable in this investigation in that the effects of SNR manipulation were well known. Rather, the two SNR values (+5 and +20 dB) created two different contexts within which the effects of bandwidth could be assessed. We selected the SNR value of +20 dB to represent "effectively quiet" listening conditions while ensuring a uniform background SNR across frequency. The SNR of +5 dB was selected as a compromise between "everyday" SNR values of 7-8 dB (Pearsons, Bennett, & Fidell, 1977) and a value that, based on preliminary pilot testing, precluded floor-andceiling effects across the wide range of conditions and participants included in this study.
Equipment and calibration. All spectral shaping (amplification and filtering) in this investigation was accomplished using Syntrillium's CoolEdit 96 sound-file editing software, three separate Tucker-Davis Technologies (TDT) programmable filters (PF1), and two channels of a Crown D-75 amplifier. One programmable filter used the coefficients from a 160-tap FIR filter to shape the spectrum of the speech and noise to meet the targeted values (see Figure 2) . The other two programmable filters were 10th-order Butterworth IIR filters, each with 60 dB/octave rejection rate, cascaded to create the lower (200 Hz) and upper (1600, 3200, or 6400 Hz) cutoff frequencies for the various passbands used. Acoustic integrity (e.g., to confirm absence of peak clipping) was verified using a Philips PM 3337 digital storage oscilloscope. All stimuli were controlled and routed to the ER-3A insert earphones (monaurally) via a Pentium-III personal computer, a TDT digital-to-analog ( DA1) converter, and a TDT programmable attenuator (PA4). Additionally, we used a 2-cm 3 coupler (HA-2) and a Larsen Davis 2800 real-time analyzer to confirm proper calibration and spectral shaping (averaged and measured at 1 /3 octave intervals). Electrical calibration was completed at the beginning of all test sessions, and acoustic calibration and confirmation of shaping was completed weekly. The calibration signal was a 10-s sample of the noise from CASPA 2.2, which was steady-state in nature and spectrally shaped to have the same long-term rms spectrum as that of the first five lists (50 words) making up the AB word set ( Boothroyd, 1999) . Measured onethird-octave band levels were always within ±2 dB of targeted values. There were four listening stations situated in a quiet test environment having ambient noise levels less than those required for "ears-covered" threshold testing (ANSI, 1987) from 500 to 8000 Hz. The participants were tested in groups of 1-4 listeners, and they were unable to view the handwritten responses of other listeners during testing.
Statistical analysis. The monosyllabic words (CVC) presented to each listener in a given condition were scored as whole words and also on an individual phoneme basis. The group data are presented initially as a series of figures depicting mean word scores as a function of stimulus BW. Standard errors are also provided for each mean value.
Following presentation of the group data graphically, ANOVAs were conducted separately for the quiet (+20 dB SNR) and noise (+5 dB SNR) conditions. Each ANOVA was a factorial, mixed-model ANOVA with a repeated measures variable of BW (three values) and a between-subjects variable of group (either four or five values, depending on the number of YNH groups included). Because all four of these ANOVAs-one each for word, initial-consonant, medial-vowel, and final-consonant scores-revealed significant BW × Group interactions for a given SNR, a series of follow-up one-way ANOVAs were also performed. For each SNR and group, the effects of BW were examined in one series of one-way ANOVAs. Then, for each SNR and BW, the effects of group were examined in another series of ANOVAs. Those one-way ANOVAs revealing significant effects were then followed with post hoc Bonferroni-adjusted t tests for all possible paired comparisons. Each ANOVA throughout this study used a significance level of p < .05, with Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons when needed for subsequent post hoc t tests ( p < .05) following each ANOVA. In addition, all analyses were completed using both percent-correct scores and rationalized arcsine units (rau) computed using the rationalized arcsine transform (Studebaker, 1985) . The rau transformation is designed to stabilize the error variance and is particularly important for percent-correct scores less than 20% or greater than 80%. It can also be of benefit when calculating critical differences that can be applied throughout the range of performance when evaluating individual data. Given, however, that no differences in the statistical significance of the findings emerged for the two different types of score units, all group data reported throughout this study are percent-correct scores (unless indicated otherwise) since these units offer the more direct measure of performance.
Results
Group Data
Monosyllabic words (CVC)-quiet. Figure 3 displays the monosyllabic word (CVC) scores for the groups tested in quiet (+20 dB SNR). As can be seen, four groups of listeners were tested in the quiet condition; the YNH-1 group was tested in the unshaped condition only, the EHI-mild group was tested in the shaped condition only, and the EHI-mod and EHI-sev groups were tested in both the unshaped and shaped conditions. We added the EHI-mild group to the study after results were available for the other two EHI groups in an effort to further explore BW effects in listeners with very mild amounts of high-frequency SNHL. As a result, they were only evaluated in the shaped condition in which bandwidth was manipulated.
The first three data columns of Table 1 provide the results for all ANOVAs completed for the word scores in quiet. In these analyses and subsequent discussion, the 200-1600 Hz BW will be referred to as narrow bandwidth (NBW), 200-3200 Hz BW will be referred to as midbandwidth ( MBW), and 200-6400 Hz will be referred to as broad bandwidth ( BBW). As can be seen in the upper portion of Table 1 , there were significant main effects of BW and group, as well as a significant BW × Group interaction for the data in quiet (see Figure 3) . For the follow-up one-way ANOVAs, as can be seen in Table 1 , all BW (within each group) and group (at each bandwidth) effects were significant.
Post hoc paired-comparison testing revealed that the significant group effect at each of the three bandwidths was due to the YNH-1 (unshaped) group performing significantly better than each of the three EHI (shaped) groups. In general, the YNH group listening to unshaped speech at conversational levels (65 dB SPL) performed about 30%-40% better at each bandwidth than all three of the EHI groups listening to the spectrally shaped speech at 108 dB SPL. There were no significant differences in performance between the EHI groups at each of the three bandwidths.
Post hoc testing revealed that the significant BW effect for each of the groups was due to a significant improvement in word-recognition performance from the narrow-to the mid-bandwidth condition. Further, whereas the YNH-1 group improved significantly from Note. Within-group (across BW ) and between-groups (at each BW ) analyses are included. For all effects except BW ( YNH-2), p < .001. Em dashes indicate data not available (i.e., not obtained in this study). SNR = speech-to-noise ratio; YNH = young normal-hearing; EHI = elderly hearing-impaired; mod = moderate; sev = severe; NBW = narrow bandwidth; MBW = mid-bandwidth; BBW = broad bandwidth.
the mid-bandwidth to the BBW condition, none of the three EHI groups improved significantly with the addition of the high-frequency band. Also important to note, however, is that none of the three EHI groups experienced significantly decreased performance with the addition of the high band of frequencies. In general, the best mean word-recognition performance for the EHI groups in quiet and with shaping was 60%-70% correct for the two broadest bandwidths, whereas it was 98% for the YNH group at the broadest bandwidth, albeit without spectral shaping.
Two of the EHI groups (EHI-mod, EHI-sev) also completed word-recognition testing in the unshaped, quiet condition for the BBW only. This condition provided a reference for unaided listening. The mean values obtained for unshaped speech are illustrated in Figure 3 . As expected, due to the presence of hearing loss in the EHI groups, the performance for both groups was considerably lower than that of the YNH-1 participants listening to unshaped speech at the same level (65 dB SPL), and the performance of the EHI-sev group was poorest (34% correct). As can be seen, significant improvement in word-recognition scores with spectral shaping was observed only for the EHI-sev group (comparison of filled and unfilled squares at BBW).
Monosyllabic words-noise. Displayed in Figure 4 are the monosyllabic word (CVC) scores for the groups tested in noise (+5 dB SNR). Note that data have been included in this figure for a second group of YNH listeners (YNH-2). These listeners were tested with spectral shaping identical to that provided to the EHI participants, whereas YNH-1 listeners were only assessed in unshaped listening conditions. Data analyses parallel to those described previously for the quiet condition were conducted. Essentially equivalent ANOVA results emerged, and they are provided in the right three data columns of Table 1. In particular, there were significant main effects of BW and group, as well as a significant BW × Group interaction, as indicated in the upper portion of Table 1 . Further, for all follow-up oneway ANOVAs, bandwidth (within each group) and group (at each bandwidth) effects were significant.
Post hoc testing revealed that the significant group effect at the narrow-and mid-BWs was due to the YNH-1 group (unshaped) performing about 20%-30% better than each of the three EHI groups and the YNH-2 group (shaped). There were no significant differences in performance between each of the EHI groups and the YNH-2 group for the narrow-and mid-BW conditions. For the BBW condition, however, post hoc testing revealed that (a) there were no differences in performance between each of the EHI groups; (b) the YNH-2 group performed significantly better than each of the EHI groups; and (c) the YNH-1 (unshaped) group performed significantly better than all other groups, including the YNH-2 group. Thus, the YNH participants always performed significantly better than the EHI participants in the BBW condition, yet their word-recognition performance was significantly poorer when listening to the higher intensity, spectrally shaped stimuli (108 dB SPL) than to unshaped speech at a conversational level (65 dB SPL).
Additional post hoc testing examining bandwidth effects within each of the five groups in the noise condition showed significant improvements in word-recognition performance from the narrow-BW to the mid-BW condition for all five groups of listeners. Further, although none of the three EHI groups improved significantly from the mid-BW to the BBW, both of the YNH groups (shaped, unshaped) improved significantly when the high-frequency band (3200-6400 Hz) was added. Thus, the normal-hearing listeners were able to use the additional high-frequency speech information, whether it was presented at a normal conversational level (65 dB SPL) or at a higher intensity with spectrally shaped speech and noise. In addition, as in the quiet condition, it is noteworthy that none of the three EHI groups experienced significantly decreased performance with the addition of the high band of frequencies. In the noise condition, the best mean word-recognition performance for the EHI groups was near 45% correct and occurred in the mid-BW and BBW conditions, whereas it was 67% correct in the BBW condition for the YNH-2 (shaped) group and 87% for the YNH-1 (unshaped) group in the BBW condition.
Finally, as with the quiet test condition, two of the EHI groups (EHI-mod, EHI-sev) also completed wordrecognition testing in the unshaped, BBW condition in noise (+5 dB SNR). The mean values obtained are illustrated in Figure 4 (unfilled inverted triangle and square, respectively). Again, as in the quiet condition, only the EHI-sev group showed significant improvement in mean word-recognition performance from the unshaped to the shaped condition in noise.
Individual phonemes (quiet and noise). With only a few exceptions, described in detail below, the pattern of results displayed in Figures 3 and 4 for whole-word scores was also observed and confirmed by parallel statistical analyses for individual phoneme scores. Given this equivalent pattern of ANOVA outcomes for phonemes and words, only the results of the post hoc pairedcomparisons analyses for the individual phonemes are presented in the following paragraphs. In addition, because the post hoc paired-comparisons for phoneme scores were almost identical to those effects seen for word scores, only the few exceptions to this trend are presented in detail.
For initial consonant (C1) performance in quiet and noise, the pattern of significant findings was identical to that for the word scores. For medial vowel ( V ) performance in quiet, post hoc testing revealed a pattern of significance findings very similar, but not identical, to that for the word scores. Most effects of group and bandwidth observed in analyses of word scores were also observed in analyses of vowel scores. Unlike word performance, however, there were no significant changes in vowel recognition performance from the mid-bandwidth to the BBW condition for any of the groups, including the YNH-1 (unshaped) group. This lack of an effect for the YNH-1 group is most likely due to the presence of a ceiling effect in this group, since the mean vowel recognition score at the mid-bandwidth was already 99% correct.
For medial vowel recognition in noise, post hoc testing revealed that the significant group effect at the narrow-BW was due to the YNH-unshaped group performing significantly better than each of the three EHI groups and the YNH-shaped group, just as had been observed for the word scores. For the mid-and BBW conditions, however, post hoc testing revealed that (a) there were no differences in performance between the EHI groups; (b) the YNH-2 (shaped) group performed significantly better than the severe-EHI group only; and (c) the YNH-1 (unshaped) group performed significantly better than all other groups, including the YNH-2 (shaped) group. Post hoc analyses also indicated that the significant bandwidth effect for each of the five groups was due to significant improvement in vowel recognition performance from the narrow-BW to the mid-BW condition only. There were no significant changes in vowel recognition performance from the mid-BW to the BBW condition for any of the five groups. Again, the presence of ceiling effects for the vowel recognition scores of the YNH groups most likely precluded observation of significant changes from the mid-BWs to BBWs.
For C2 performance in quiet, post hoc testing again revealed a pattern of significance findings similar, but not identical, to that for word-recognition performance. Unlike the analyses of word scores, the analysis of bandwidth effects in the final-consonant scores revealed that all groups except the EHI-mild group improved significantly from the mid-BW to the BBW condition. Thus, the performance of the EHI-mod and EHI-sev groups improved significantly (approximately 5-6 percentage points) for final-consonant recognition in quiet with the addition of the high-frequency band. Post hoc testing for final-consonant scores in noise revealed a pattern of significance findings identical to that for the word scores in noise. Specifically, the significant improvement in recognition of final consonants that occurred in quiet when progressing from the mid-BW to the BBW conditions for the EHI-mod and EHI-sev groups did not occur in noise. Thus, none of the three EHI groups improved significantly in the recognition of final consonants in noise (best performance was in the range of 55%-60%) with the addition of the high band of frequencies, yet both of the YNH groups (shaped, unshaped) improved significantly for these same conditions. In quiet, both the EHImod and EHI-sev groups showed significant improvement in mean final-consonant scores from the unshaped to the shaped condition. In noise, as with word-recognition performance, only the EHI-sev group showed significant improvement in mean final-consonant scores from the unshaped to the shaped condition.
Individual Data
Critical differences. Although no significant changes in word-recognition performance were observed in the group data for the EHI participants when increasing the bandwidth from mid-BW to BBW, it is possible that significant changes could exist for individual EHI listeners. To evaluate individual differences in speech-recognition performance, the critical difference was calculated between the mid-BW and BBW conditions. Thus, for each of the EHI participants, the mid-BW word score was subtracted from the BBW score for both the quiet and noise conditions. Given that the score for each test condition was based on 100 items, the 95% critical difference was 12.85 rau (Studebaker, 1985) . Of the 72 data points (36 EHI participants, two conditions per participant), 6 exceeded this critical difference and 4 were from different participants (half indicated significantly better performance with the high-frequency band, half indicated the opposite). Given the number of data points, it would have been expected, statistically, that at least 4 would exceed the critical difference when using a 95% confidence interval. Thus, in general, the individual data for the EHI participants were consistent with the group data in that word-recognition performance did not change significantly with the addition of the high-band of frequencies, whether listening in quiet or in noise.
Two of the data points that exceeded the critical difference, however, were from the same individual. In addition, both of these data points indicated significantly poorer performance in the BBW condition compared to the mid-BW condition. Thus, there was a single EHI participant (of the 36) for whom adding the high band of frequencies resulted in a significant decline in wordrecognition performance in both quiet and in noise. This individual was a 65-year-old woman in the EHI-mild group. The upper panel of Figure 5 displays her monosyllabic word percent-correct scores in quiet (+20 dB SNR) and in noise (+5 dB SNR) as a function of bandwidth, and the lower panel displays her pure-tone thresholds. Also included in the lower panel of Figure 5 are the unshaped and shaped rms speech spectra. As can be seen, although this listener clearly demonstrated a reduction in word-recognition performance when the highest band of frequencies was added to the speech stimuli, it was not due to any unforeseen audibility problems.
Correlations. As is evident by the data displayed earlier (see Figure 1) , there was considerable variation in pure-tone hearing thresholds across frequency for the 36 EHI participants in this study. There was also considerable individual variability in word-recognition scores for these individuals. Based on the notion that the amount of hearing loss in the high frequencies is proportional to the functional integrity of underlying receptor-cell populations in this frequency region (e.g., Hogan & Turner, 1998) , significant correlations between various measures of word recognition in this study and high-frequency hearing thresholds would be expected. To examine this hypothesis, we computed correlations ( Pearson product-moment) between HFPTA (average hearing loss at 2000, 3000, 4000, and 6000 Hz) and the monosyllabic word scores (in rau) for each SNR and each BW included in this study. All correlations were computed across the scores from all 36 EHI participants except for the two unshaped conditions, for which only 24 scores were available. Table 2 provides the observed correlation matrix for the eight listening conditions and HFPTA.
Several patterns in this correlation matrix are noteworthy. For the two unshaped-speech conditions, wordrecognition scores were correlated (a) strongly with one another (r = .97); ( b) moderately with the scores obtained in the quiet (+20 dB SNR) shaped-speech conditions (r = .28-.64); and (c) moderately and negatively with the amount of high-frequency hearing loss (r = -.63, -.67). The significant and moderate negative correlations of the unshaped conditions with HFPTA indicated that the EHI listeners with less high-frequency hearing loss scored better than did those with greater hearing impairment. Again, however, this occurred in the conditions (quiet and noise) where no spectral shaping was used.
For the shaped-speech conditions, performance in a given condition with shaping was strongly associated with performance in most other shaped-speech conditions (r = .50-.90) yet not as strongly with performance in the unshaped conditions (r = .22-.64). That is, of 15 correlations among the shaped-speech conditions, all were significant and of at least moderate strength. In contrast, of the 12 correlations between the shaped-and unshapedspeech conditions, only 6 (one half ) were significant, and they ranged from mild to moderate in strength. In general, this pattern of correlations suggests that listening to spectrally shaped speech was related-but not strongly-to the task of listening to unshaped speech.
Perhaps more important, however, high-frequency hearing loss clearly was not related to word-recognition performance for spectrally shaped speech in quiet or in noise. That is, HFPTA was not significantly correlated with any of the six shaped-speech conditions (r = -.19-.26) despite a rather broad range of high-frequency hearing loss among the 36 EHI participants (see Figure 1 ).
In addition to examining the correlations between average high-frequency hearing loss and absolute wordrecognition scores, a high-frequency benefit (HFB) measure using word-recognition scores was computed that reflected the relative change in performance associated with adding the high band of frequencies from 3200 to 6400 Hz. This measure was simply the difference between the scores for the mid-BW and BBW conditions (in raus). It was computed for the scores in quiet and in noise for each of the 36 EHI participants. HFB in quiet was found to be correlated significantly with HFB in noise (r = .50). This correlation was positive and moderate, and it suggests that those EHI listeners able to gain benefit from the high band of frequencies were generally able to do so in both quiet and in noise. Also noteworthy, however, was that average high-frequency hearing loss (HFPTA) did not correlate significantly with HFB in either quiet (r = .24) or noise (r = .10).
Discussion
Of particular interest in this investigation was the examination of the contribution of high-frequency speech information (3200-6400 Hz) to speech understanding in listeners with varying degrees of SNHL. Results of recent studies investigating this matter (Ching et al., 1998; Hogan & Turner, 1998; Turner & Cummings, 1999) indicated that the increased audibility of high-frequency speech information was ineffective at (or even deleterious to) improving speech-understanding performance for some hearing-impaired listeners, although more recent studies conducted with background noise have found significant improvements with the addition of high-frequency information (Hornsby & Ricketts, 2003; Turner & Henry, 2002) . Given the potential theoretical and clinical implications, the present investigation was undertaken using methodologies that (a) ensured audibility of relevant frequencies via spectral shaping; (b) included a larger number of hearing-impaired participants (n = 36) that spanned a broader range of highfrequency SNHL than most earlier studies; (c) included YNH listeners as controls for the stimuli and conditions; and (d) examined speech-recognition performance in both a quiet (+20 dB SNR) and a noise (+5 dB SNR) listening condition.
Group Data
The group data from this study can be summarized as follows. In quiet, for the recognition of monosyllabic words (CVC) or the individual phonemes (C1, V, C2) within them, the YNH-1 (unshaped) group always performed significantly better than each of the three EHI groups listening to shaped or unshaped speech. In addition, for shaped speech, there were no significant differences in performance between the EHI groups for any of the BW conditions. Further, each of the groups that were tested demonstrated significant improvement in performance from the narrow-to the mid-BW condition, and only the YNH-1 (unshaped) group demonstrated significant added improvement when the high-frequency band (BBW) was included. The EHI groups demonstrated neither significant improvement nor decline in speech-recognition performance with the addition of audible speech energy at the frequencies 3200-6400 Hz. The only exception to this occurred for final-consonant recognition in quiet, for which the EHI-mod and EHI-sev groups demonstrated Table 2 . Pearson product-moment correlation matrix for monosyllabic word scores (in rau) in eight listening conditions and highfrequency pure-tone average (HFPTA) among 36 EHI listeners. small, but significant, increases in performance with the addition of the high band of frequencies. Such improvement in final-consonant recognition, however, did not significantly impact monosyllabic word-recognition performance in the same conditions for each of the two groups.
In noise, the YNH-1 (unshaped) group always performed significantly better than each of the three EHI groups (shaped) and the YNH-2 (shaped) group, and there were no significant differences in performance among the EHI groups for any of the BW conditions. Further, the YNH-2 (shaped) group performed no differently than the EHI groups except in the BBW condition. In this condition, the YNH-2 (shaped) group performed significantly better than the EHI groups yet still did not perform as well as the YNH-1 (unshaped) group for the same condition. Additionally, each of the five groups demonstrated significant improvement in performance from the narrow-to the mid-BW condition, but only the two YNH groups demonstrated significant added improvement when the high band of frequencies was included. The only exception to this general conclusion was for vowel recognition, for which there were likely ceiling effects for the YNH listeners. Thus, although the EHI groups demonstrated neither significant improvement nor decline in monosyllabic word and individual phoneme recognition with the addition of the frequencies 3200-6400 Hz, the YNH groups realized significant benefit from such frequencies under unshapedspeech and shaped-speech listening conditions. Figure 6 summarizes the effects of each increment of additional bandwidth on word-recognition performance for each of the five listener groups and for the +5 dB SNR listening condition. The gray bars illustrate the improvement in performance experienced by each group when increasing the upper end of the stimulus bandwidth from 1600 Hz (narrow bandwidth) to 3200 Hz (mid-BW). Notice that although the three EHI groups experienced less improvement in word-recognition performance than either of the two YNH groups, the EHI subjects do receive most of the benefit. That is, whereas the two YNH groups showed about 35%-40% improvement in performance, the three EHI groups demonstrated improvements of about 25%-32%. As noted, when the next increment in bandwidth was made available, increasing the upper end of the stimulus bandwidth from 3200 Hz (mid-BW) to 6400 Hz (BBW), the black bars indicate that only the two YNH groups showed much improvement in performance. Notice, however, that the average improvement for the YNH subjects, in this case, is only 10%-12% and that the EHI groups show improvements of about 0%-3%. Thus, for the particular stimuli and listening conditions evaluated in this study, the maximum effect of adding the band from 3200 to 6400 Hz is a relatively small one (10%-12%). As a result, the overall deficit experienced by the EHI listeners relative to the YNH subjects, in terms of word-recognition scores for the BBW, is relatively small (about 10%-15%).
In their series of studies addressing the importance of high-frequency information to speech recognition, Turner and colleagues described a measure referred to as the efficiency of the additional bandwidth (e.g., Hogan & Turner, 1998) . Basically, the gains in speech-recognition performance experienced by the hearing-impaired listeners with each increment of bandwidth are compared with those predicted for normal-hearing subjects calculated using the SII (ANSI, 1997) . In this study, because the YNH-2 group was tested under conditions that were acoustically equivalent to the three EHI groups, there was no need to use SII-based calculations of audibility improvements with bandwidth increments. Rather, the data from the YNH-2 group provide a direct measure of expected or optimal improvement with increments in bandwidth. As seen previously in Figure 6 , for example, the YNH-2 group improved 40.5% when the band from 1600 to 3200 Hz (mid-BW) was added to the 200-to 1600-Hz band (NBW) and improved 11.5% when the high-frequency band from 3200 to 6400 Hz (BBW) was added to the mid-frequency band. Therefore, this represents a total improvement of 52% from the narrowest bandwidth to the broadest bandwidth for the YNH subjects. These performance improvements in the YNH-2 group became the denominator in the relative band efficiency calculations performed for each of the EHI subjects. If, for example, an EHI listener demonstrated a Figure 6 . Mean change in word-recognition scores between the midbandwidth (MBW ) and narrow-bandwidth (NBW ) conditions (gray bars) and between the broad-bandwidth (BBW ) and MBW conditions (black bars) for each of the five participant groups tested (SNR = +5 dB). YNH = young normal-hearing. YNH-2 participants had listening conditions that were acoustically equivalent to those of the three EHI groups.
26% improvement in performance when going from the narrowest to the broadest bandwidths, this represented an efficiency value of 0.5 or half the improvement observed in the YNH-2 group over the same increment in bandwidth. Individual band efficiency values were calculated in this manner for all 36 EHI subjects, and these values are plotted in Figure 7 as a function of the average hearing loss at 2000, 3000, 4000, and 6000 Hz (HFPTA), which approximates the frequency region (1600-6400 Hz) over which the bandwidth was added. As can be seen, some EHI participants have band efficiency values of about 1.0, which indicates that they experienced the same improvement in performance as the average YNH-2 subject. This is clearly more common for the addition of the mid-BW to the narrow-BW (gray circles). It is also apparent that the addition of the 3200-to 6400-Hz band to the 200-to 3200-Hz band (white circles) had the lowest efficiency values, with most efficiency values approaching 0, as well as many negative efficiency values. Finally, unlike previous reports using this metric (e.g., Hogan & Turner, 1998) , there is no clear dependence of efficiency on high-frequency hearing loss for any band and no clear breakpoint above which efficiency steadily declines.
The absence of significant added speech-recognition benefit from audible high-frequency speech information in the EHI listeners in this study was an unanticipated result, particularly for the EHI-mild group. That is, audibility-based acoustical indices have generally maintained that a broader bandwidth of audible speech from about 200 to 6000 Hz is desirable for optimal speech understanding and that high frequencies are important for speech recognition (e.g., ANSI, 1997; Fletcher & Galt, 1950; Houtgast & Steeneken, 1985) . Further, several studies have reported an ability of hearing-impaired listeners to benefit from audible high-frequency (out to around 6000 Hz) speech information (e.g., Skinner, 1980; Skinner et al., 1982; Skinner & Miller, 1983; Sullivan et al., 1992) . In some cases, however, such studies used rather small numbers of participants that did not span a broad range of degree of high-frequency hearing loss.
Nevertheless, given the absence of a demonstrated effect of high-frequency speech information on wordrecognition benefit for any of the hearing-impaired listeners, either as groups or individually, in the present investigation, the results for the two YNH groups became a critical control. That is, the YNH-1 (unshaped) group in both quiet and in noise and the YNH-2 (shaped) group in noise demonstrated significant word-recognition benefit from the high band of frequencies (see Figures 3  and 4) . Thus, given the stimuli and procedures, this substantiated that a high-frequency benefit could indeed be realized in the groups of listeners who participated in this study. The significant improvement in C2 performance in quiet for the EHI-mod and EHI-sev groups also lends support to this point. Most critical was the wordrecognition finding for the YNH-2 (shaped) group in noise. That is, despite normal hearing sensitivity, the YNH-2 group was equated to the EHI groups in that the steady-state noise (+5 dB SNR) fully determined speech audibility across the entire spectrum for all participants. The same spectral shaping and presentation level were used as for the EHI participants. However, only the YNH-2 group-and none of the EHI groups-demonstrated an ability to benefit additionally from the high band of speech frequencies in this condition (see Figure 4 ).
Another noteworthy finding emerged for the normalhearing listeners in that the YNH-2 (shaped) group performed significantly worse at each BW than the YNH-1 (unshaped) group for testing completed in noise (+5 dB SNR). That is, the addition of spectral shaping for the YNH listeners yielded word-recognition scores that were approximately 20% lower than those yielded when shaping was not used, and this occurred at each of the three BWs (see Figure 4 ). This decrease in performance, however, was consistent with that noted in other reports that have examined the effects of high presentation levels on speech recognition under similar listening conditions (Goshorn & Studebaker, 1994; Studebaker, Sherbecoe, McDaniel, & Gwaltney, 1999) . Recall that in the BBW condition, the presentation level for the unshaped speech was 65 dB SPL, whereas it was 108 dB SPL for the shaped speech. Studebaker et al. (1999) , for example, reported a decrease in mean monosyllabic word-recognition scores of approximately 30% for a +5 dB SNR as presentation Efficiency is the differences in scores for each bandwidth for the EHI subject divided by the difference in the average scores of the YNH-2 participants for the same bandwidths. HFPTA is the mean threshold at 2000, 3000, 4000, and 6000 Hz.
level was increased from 64 dB SPL to 99 dB SPL (spectral shaping was not used).
It appears that the group results in this investigation lend support to recent studies that have reported limited benefit from audible high-frequency speech information in some hearing-impaired listeners. Ching et al. (1998) used filtered sentence materials in quiet only and used the SII (ANSI, 1997) for quantifying audibility. These researchers concluded that the contribution of audibility to intelligibility at frequencies in which the hearing loss was severe was reduced or even nil. Both Hogan and Turner (1998) and Turner and Cummings (1999) used nonsense-syllable stimuli in quiet only and reported similar findings in some listeners whose high-frequency thresholds exceeded 55-60 dB HL. The findings of the present investigation appear to both support and extend these reports in that (a) a lack of word-recognition benefit from audible high-frequency speech energy emerged in a noise background as well as in a quiet condition and (b) the result emerged for sizable groups of hearing-impaired listeners that comprised individuals with similar degrees of high-frequency SNHL as opposed to only select individuals. Importantly, however-and somewhat contrary to the general line of discussion among some recent studies (e.g., Hogan & Turner, 1998; Turner & Cummings, 1999 )-this result emerged not only for the EHI-sev group but also for the EHI-mild and EHI-mod groups (see additional discussion in the Implications section, next page). Further, a deleterious effect on speech understanding because of the addition of audible high frequencies did not emerge for any of the groups, including the EHI-sev group.
In light of other investigations that reported an ability of hearing-impaired listeners to benefit from highfrequency speech information (Hornsby & Ricketts, 2003; Pascoe, 1975; Schwartz et al., 1979; Skinner, 1980; Skinner et al., 1982; Skinner & Miller, 1983; Sullivan et al., 1992; Triantos & McCandless, 1974; Turner & Henry, 2002) , some considerations should be mentioned. For the shaped-speech conditions in this study, the same spectral shaping (or amount of gain) was used for all listeners, irrespective of degree of hearing loss. While the shaping ensured at least a 15-dB sensation level across the spectrum for all EHI listeners, it also resulted in greater sensation levels for some listeners, depending on the degree of their hearing loss at the various frequencies. Earlier studies that used spectral shaping (or prescribed hearing-aid gain) typically did not provide as much gain, and Skinner (1980) reported that listener scores decreased if spectral imbalance was created as a result of shaping. Earlier studies, however, also did not generally present the stimuli at such a high level, nor did they examine performance at an SNR as low as +5 dB. Such procedural differences could potentially reconcile the present findings with those of earlier investigations. Replication of the present study, but with individually specified frequency-gain characteristics that assured 15-dB sensation levels, could possibly resolve this issue.
Individual Data
Given the potential theoretical and clinical implications of the group results, it was imperative to examine the consistency of the individual data with the findings for the groups. As described earlier in the Results section, for each of the EHI individuals in both quiet and in noise, change in word-recognition performance with the high band (3200-6400 Hz) of frequencies present was compared with a calculated 95% critical difference value of 12.85 rau (Studebaker, 1985) . Results of this comparison indicated that the individual data were very consistent with the group mean data. That is, of the 36 hearing-impaired individuals listening to shaped speech, only 1 participant demonstrated a significant change (increase or decrease) in word-recognition performance in both quiet and noise as a result of the addition of the high band of frequencies. This suggests that conclusions from this study about the contribution of high frequencies to speech recognition based on the group results are supported by the individual data as well.
In a similar vein, the correlations (see Table 2 ) among the word-recognition scores from the EHI listeners were particularly informative. Scores for listening to unshaped speech in quiet and in noise (BBW condition only) were correlated strongly, and both were moderately and negatively correlated with extent of high-frequency hearing loss (HFPTA). Thus, in both quiet and noise, the EHI listeners with the least amount of high-frequency hearing loss scored the highest when spectral shaping was not used. This was not an unexpected finding and is likely explained primarily on the basis of audibility of the speech signal (ANSI, 1997; Humes & Roberts, 1990; Humes et al., 1986) . Correlations further indicated, however, that recognition of spectrally shaped speech was not related strongly to recognition of unshaped speech. That is, scores in the shaped-speech conditions (quiet and noise) were associated strongly with one another yet not with those in the unshaped conditions. In other words, it would be difficult to predict how well a given individual would perform in a shaped listening condition (akin to aided) on the basis of their performance in an unshaped condition (akin to unaided). Further, and unlike the unshaped conditions, the correlational analysis indicated that degree of high-frequency hearing loss (HFPTA) clearly was not related to the recognition of shaped speech nor was it related to specific ability to benefit from the addition of the audible high band of frequencies (high-frequency band).
Implications
Irrespective of degree of high-frequency hearing loss, no improvement (or decrease) in word-recognition performance emerged that was specifically attributable to the high-frequency band of speech. Additionally, the three hearing loss groups (EHI-mild, EHI-mod, EHIsev) always performed equivalently when listening to shaped speech, regardless of the particular listening condition. One EHI participant demonstrated decreased word-recognition performance with the addition of high frequencies. Interestingly, however, this participant was a 65-year-old female with mild (see Figure 5) , rather than severe, high-frequency hearing loss. This finding contradicts what might have been expected based on the proposed physiological interpretation of Hogan and Turner (1998) . Furthermore, for C2 recognition in quiet, the EHI-mod and EHI-sev groups, and not the EHI-mild group, improved significantly with the addition of the high-frequency band. Taken together, these results indicated that, to the extent that degree of high-frequency SNHL reflects the range of basal hair-cell integrity, such integrity was not related to the recognition of BBW spectrally shaped speech. Additionally, these results suggest that attempts to determine individual potential to benefit from high frequencies solely on the basis of HFPTAs are not warranted.
Additionally, the results of this study may carry important clinical implications for the provision of amplification to hearing-impaired individuals. The specification of particular hearing-aid frequency response characteristics using various prescriptive target gain methods (e.g., Byrne & Dillon, 1986; Cox, 1985; Pascoe, 1975; Seewald, 1992) is common when fitting amplification and has been discussed and examined extensively (e.g., Horwitz, Turner, & Fabry, 1991; Humes, 1986; Humes & Hackett, 1990; Kuk & Ludvigsen, 1999; Moore, 1996; Van Buuren, Festen, & Plomp, 1995; Van Tasell, 1993) . When fitting individuals, clinicians frequently find it challenging to achieve target gain for the higher frequencies while simultaneously minimizing the occurrence of acoustical feedback. Given that providing gain for the frequencies 3200-6400 Hz in the present study added no immediate speech-recognition benefit for the hearing-impaired listeners (again, irrespective of degree of high-frequency hearing loss), it may be considered appropriate for clinicians to restrict the provision of gain at such frequencies in cases where a successful acoustical seal cannot be achieved. However, such a restriction should be used sparingly in that important localization cues and head-shadow benefits from the high frequencies (Durlach & Colburn, 1978; Durlach, Thompson, & Colburn, 1981; Middlebrooks & Green, 1991; Moore, 1996; Noble, Byrne, & Lepage, 1994) could potentially be sacrificed for the listener. Furthermore, potential ability of particular hearing-impaired listeners to achieve speech-recognition benefit from audible high frequencies is still unknown in cases receiving lesser amounts of low-and mid-frequency gain than that provided in this study. Finally, the lack of immediate benefit from the amplification of high frequencies does not preclude eventual benefit following continued exposure or training.
